Honeywell zone valve v8043f1036 wiring diagram

These valves consist of a motorized actuator and valve assembly for controlling the flow of hot
water to a heat exchanger such as a radiator, convector, finned baseboard radiator, or infloor
radiant coil for space temperature control. The V series valves provide two-position, straight
through control of supply water at up to psi operating pressure. Quick Fit actuator provides
easy snap on and off connection to the valve assembly. Rubber ball plug must be moved away
from the seat for soldering. Not for use with oxygenated water, potable water or steam. Use this
valve in hydronic systems which do not contain dissolved oxygen in the system water. The
dissolved oxygen, which is found in systems that have a frequent source of make-up water,
causes the rubber plug inside the valve to deteriorate and eventually fail. Disconnect power
supply before connecting wiring to prevent electrical shock or equipment damage. Normally it is
not necessary to remove the actuator from the valve body during installation. If the valve must
be disassembled, be certain that it is reassembled with the water flow in the direction of the
arrow. Reversal of the actuator results in damage to the gear train. On 24V systems, never
jumper the valve coil terminals even temporarily. This can burn out the heat anticipator in the
thermostat. Read these instructions carefully. Failure to follow them could damage the product
or cause a hazardous condition. Check the ratings given in the instructions and on the product
to make sure the product is suitable for your application. Installer must be a trained,
experienced service technician. After installation is complete, check out product operation as
provided in these instructions. The valve location should be in an area where the temperature
does not exceed the maximum valve operating ambient temperature and fluid temperatuare. The
V normally closed valves can be opened manually by moving the manual lever slowly and firmly
to the MAN. OPEN position and pushing up to the stop. The stop permits the valve to be locked
in the open position. The valve can be mounted in any position on a vertical line. See Fig. If the
valve is mounted horizontally; the actuator must be even with or above the center line of the
piping. Make sure to leave enough room above the actuator to remove the cover for servicing.
Mount the valve directly in the tube or pipe after the coil. Make sure that the flow through the
valve is in the direction indicated by the arrow stamped on the valve body. Make sure the valve
runs smoothly and positively from closed to open to closed again. See Operation and Checkout
Sections. It is not necessary to drain the hydronic system if the valve body assembly remains in
the pipe line. Switch power supply OFF. Disconnect electrical leads carefully, noting the
position and colour of each lead. Place the manual lever in the MAN. OPEN position. Remove
actuator by fully depressing spring release button and lift it straight off of the body. Use new,
properly reamed pipe, free from dents or corrosion. Place the valve on the pipe. Set the manual
opening lever to MAN. OPEN position before applying heat. This protects the plug inside the
valve by removing it from the seat. Sweat the joints, keeping the outer surface free from solder.
DO NOT use silver solder because of the high melting temperature required. Install valve into
pipe on the return side of the coil. See Mounting Section. Make wiring connections to valve.
Refer to Wiring section for proper instructions. Inspect the valve installation to ensure that all
connections and adjustments have been correctly made. Adjust the. Align the parallel flat
surfaces in. This makes actuator attachment easier. Wiring connections may be made either
before or after actuator installed on valve body. Place the manual lever on the actuator in the
MAN. Line up motor coupling to the parallel flat surfaces in double-D shaft of body and fit the
actuator onto the valve body, ensuring that the shaft seats correctly. Snap actuator onto body
by pressing down. The manual lever may be released manually, but it is also automatically
released when the valve is operated electrically. Disconnect the power supply before
connecting wiring to prevent electrical shock or equipment damage. All wiring must comply
with local codes and ordinances. Connections to the individual valves are shown in Fig. Check
that the pressure rating of the new valve is appropriate for the application. Welcome to
ManualMachine. We have emailed you a verification link to to complete your registration. Log in
Sign up. Forgot password? Enter your email and check your inbox. Please also check your
spam folder. Email sent! Check your email for further instructions. Enter a new password. My
files 0 My downloads 0 History Account settings Sign out. Atmosphere: Non-corrosive, non
explosive. Case:galvanized steel. Cover : zinc plated steel. Slow return for water hammer resist.
A4 Fig. Location Install the valve in an area with adequate clearance to: - Move the manual
opening lever on the side of the actuator - Remove the actuator cover - Wire the actuator Replace the actuator motor The valve location should be in an area where the temperature does
not exceed the maximum valve operating ambient temperature and fluid temperatuare. Manual
Lever The V normally closed valves can be opened manually by moving the manual lever slowly
and firmly to the MAN. The valve returns to automatic position when it is energized. Parallel flat
surfaces align with Notch on side of valve body. Align the parallel flat surfaces in double-D shaft
of valve body with notch in side of body i. Double-D Shaft Notch Fig. M Fig. Register and get 5
for free. Upload manuals that we do not have and get 1 for each file. Get 1 for every download of

your manual. V Straight through, Normally Closed. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of
honeywell zone valve vf wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
streamlined shapes, as well as the power as well as signal connections between the tools. A
wiring diagram generally gives details about the family member placement and also
arrangement of devices as well as terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or
servicing the tool. A photographic layout would certainly show more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to emphasize
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is commonly utilized to troubleshoot
issues as well as to earn sure that all the links have actually been made as well as that every
little thing exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. An initial consider a circuit diagram might be complicated, but if you
could read a metro map, you could review schematics. The function coincides: receiving from
factor A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the course that allows electrical energy to flow. If you
know what to search for, it ll ended up being acquired behavior. While at very first you ll simply
be reviewing them, eventually you will start developing your personal. This overview will
certainly reveal you a few of the usual signs that you make sure to see in your future electrical
engineering occupation. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure of
electrical power. This is generally supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains power,
the outlets in your house run at V. Outlets in other countries run at a various voltage, which is
why you need a converter when taking a trip. Existing: Existing is the circulation of electrical
energy, or more specifically, the flow of electrons. It is gauged in Amperes Amps , as well as
can just flow when a voltage supply is connected. Resistance: Measured in Ohms R or O ,
resistance specifies how conveniently electrons can move through a product. Materials such as
gold or copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently permit flow of motion reduced
resistance. Plastic, wood, as well as air are examples of insulators, preventing the activity of
electrons high resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a constant flow of existing in one
instructions. DC can flow not simply with conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, as
well as a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioning Alternating Current. In Air Conditioner, the
circulation of existing periodically alternates between 2 instructions, often forming a sine wave.
The regularity of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , and also is generally 60 Hz for electrical energy
in domestic and business purposes. Currently s the enjoyable things. Completing an electrical
design level and afterwards getting a task in the field means you will certainly see a great deal a
lot a lot of these schematics. It s crucial to comprehend exactly what is going on with these.
While they could and will obtain really complex, these are simply a few of the common graphics
to obtain your footing on. Beginning to make sense? These are the basics and might even seem
apparent or user-friendly to you, such as the wires as well as if they are linked. Whenever you
establish your certain area of electrical design, you may see much more intricate
representations and also symbols. You ll find out additionally that different nations use various
icons. You will certainly additionally find out about the various signs utilized for switches,
various other power products, inductors, meters, lamps, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and far
more. Need help wiring honeywell zone valves doityourself com community forums control
valve ve connect to line voltage manuals installation instructions guide heating system
inspection repair wire center diagram data schema ve chevrolet schematic harness for
schematics faqs how or a vf taco zvc the wall 24v 3 4 in sweat 5 cv 18 leads end switch boiler
dodge caliber fuse box abs home where can i find v motorised ha on motorized lc chevy pickup
begeboy source configuration adding common with 06 mustang window jeep grand cherokee
heater vf 24 volts gpm at 60 f connection normally closed hydronic terminal block full version
hd quality ponzischematic creasitionline it nk white rodgers ford 6 skywiring mauroottolini
manual html porsche ignition ec 2 thermostat zm 21 elegant diagramati freiheitfuermumia de
3ac82 dayton resources. Need help wiring honeywell zone valves control valve ve manuals
installation wire center diagram ve heating faqs how to vf a taco zvc 24v 3 4 in sweat 5 cv boiler
schematic v motorised on 06 jeep normally closed hydronic full white rodgers 6 motorized
manual html 2 thermostat elegant 3ac82 dayton Share this: Facebook Twitter Pinterest Telegram
WhatsApp Skype LinkedIn Pocket Print Related Related Posts. Round Trailer Plug Wiring
Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. Wiring Collection. Assortment of honeywell zone valve vf wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the
elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the power and also signal connections
between the devices. A wiring diagram normally offers information regarding the relative
position and arrangement of tools and also terminals on the devices, to aid in building or
servicing the tool. A pictorial diagram would certainly show more detail of the physical look,

whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations
over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually made use of to repair issues and to make
sure that the links have been made which everything exists. A wiring diagram is a simple graph
of the physical links as well as physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It reveals
exactly how the electric cables are adjoined and also could also reveal where components and
also components could be attached to the system. Usage circuitry representations to help in
structure or manufacturing the circuit or electronic tool. They are likewise beneficial for making
fixings. DIY lovers use circuitry representations however they are additionally common in
residence structure and also auto repair work. A residence contractor will certainly desire to
validate the physical location of electrical outlets and also light fixtures using a wiring diagram
to avoid costly errors and constructing code infractions. A schematic shows the strategy and
function for an electrical circuit, yet is not worried with the physical design of the cords.
Circuitry layouts show how the cords are connected as well as where they should located in the
real tool, in addition to the physical links in between all the components. Unlike a pictorial
diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or streamlined shapes and lines to show components.
Pictorial representations are commonly images with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the
physical components. If a line touching another line has a black dot, it means the lines are
connected. A lot of signs made use of on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the
real objects they stand for. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to
the cord, much like a light button you could flip on and also off. Facebook Tweet Pin.
InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers,
products, or services discussed at this website. We include wiring diagrams and installation
instructions for most zone valve model and multi-zone controllers, and we describe special
wiring problems that can occur if you mix different types, brands, or models of heating zone
valves on the same hydronic heating hot water heating system. Above: wiring example for the
Taco SR two-zone switching relay. See the SR instructions for important details and safety
warnings. Above: wiring example for the Taco SR three-zone switching relay. To control up to
eight heating zones you might wire multiple standard switching relays together as shown in this
TACO wiring diagram. Watch out : Be sure to see important instructions and safety notes in that
document. The guy who sweated the tubes and zoned it out has never come back to hook up
the zone controller. Click to enlarge any image or schematic. Someone else came out the other
day to hook it up. Absolutely, if properly wired, you can take a single loop of hot water
baseboard heat and subdivide it, giving each sub-loop its own thermostat and zone control
valve. Properly wired, the individual thermostat calls for heat, the zone valve opens, when the
valve is fully open an end switch in the valve connects a second pair of wires that turn on the
circulator pump back at the boiler. On most U. In addition to your control, the Honeywell LC ,
Honeywell's LA,C and A are triple aquastats similar in function, often used to control zone
valves. Where you can run into trouble is with an installation that has a mix of different brands
of zone valves. In that case, the wiring instructions for one company may be different from the
other. When I got into that trouble years ago I was wiring up a Honeywell zone valve to a system
already using Flair zone valves. I called my heating supplier who had Dave Ferris now retired on
deck to answer wiring questions. The solution was trivial once Dave said - Just hook the red
wire to terminal "x" and the yellow to "y" and so on. My ugly rough sketch above on thi spage
needs to be re-drawn neatly, but there I show how we successfully wired-up a mixed brand zone
valve installation. I had two Honeywell zone valves and one White Rogers zone valve. Watch out
: in wiring the mixed-brand zone valves shown in my sketch above, it is important that. The Flair
and White Rogers are compatible with one another with no special tricks. I give an example
above, but you may need to review wiring with the manufacturers of your zone valves.
Zone-A-Trol Valves should not be wired in the same circuit with zone valves of a different make
or manufacturer. The thermostat wires on the master primary control will show about volts from
the on-board thermostat relay transformer inside the primary control. No voltage should be
presented by the zone valves, thermostat, or transformer circuit TO the primary Controller. We
see volts through the zone controllers and transformer but Zero voltage on the zone valve end
switch wires that go to the thermostat TT terminals on the master or primary control. Normally
one thermostat controls one heating zone and is connected to one zone valve. But as the
thermostat is basically an on-off switch, indeed we've discussed with readers the successful
combining of more than one zone valve switched by the same thermostat. Watch out : to avoid
overloading the tt or its power or circuit, check the zone valve wiring instructions. For switching
multiple zone valves with one thermostat you may need to have the thermostat control a
switching relay that in turn switches the gang of multiple zones. The company's website is at
Above Honeywell zone valve wiring diagrams are from Honeywell's motorized [zone] valve
installation instructions [3]. Watch out : when installing zone valves not to overheat the valve or

its parts. We were taught to completely remove the zone valve motor and electrical parts while
sweating the zone valve to the heating system piping, but even so, overheating can damage the
zone valve moving parts or o-ring seals. Honeywell warns not to use silver solder when
sweating zone valves because of the higher temperatures required with silver solder. From Flair
Manufacturing's original installation instructions for the Flair Zone-A-Trol we include these
wiring details. The Flair Zone-A-Trol valves in the company's wiring diagrams are typically
shown wired in parallel. On installations where it is not convenient to wire from valve to valve as
in the diagram, a separate 3-color wire conductor can be run from terminals 1, 2, 3 of each zone
valve to a convenient junction point. By observing and respecting the color codes, conductors
from corresponding-numberd terminals of each zone valve may be joined or spliced together
and a single conductor may be conducted from that splice to the appropriate power and control
terminals shown in the wiring diagram. Watch out : when connecting wires to terminals at the
zone valve and at the thermostat or any other control, do not let the stripped end of the wire
touch or short out against any other wire or terminal. In this application the thermostat is acting
as an spst single pole single throw switch to turn heat on or off, often by operating a zone valve.
When used to operate a zone valve the thermostat wires are connected to the zone valve
terminals, not to a primary control on the heating boiler. At left the thermostat wiring diagram
illustrates typical use of a Flair APOV2 wall thermostat in a 3-wire application controlling a
heating appliance. Spark You'd use an additional transformer to send 24VAC right to the zone
valve that's in turn switched by the thermostat See examples on the page above or in this
example from the page: On by Sparky. If so how do i wire it? How to wire a separate transformer
to my four white rogers type units and myhonywell aquastat LA,E,J. Eddy Please start with the
zone valve wiring described on the page above. Then don't hesitate to ask if any of that is
unclear. In the most general terms, of 4 wires at a zone valvce 2 wires are connecting to the
thermostat to get a call for heat - the thermostat activates the zone motor that rotates to open
the valve. From the boiler there are 2 wires thst connects to the thermostat how do i add a zone
valve with 4 wires to the system? In fact, Watch out : recently, repairing a no-heat problem at a
home in northern Minnesota we found that a service tech had installed a new Honeywell
ProSeries programmable thermostat that was giving trouble: intermittently the thermostat just
wouldn't call for heat - it would not switch on the zone circulator. I finally tried wiggling and
tugging on the thermostat wires originally wired thorugh this home in about The Honeywell
thermostat uses a "push-in" thermostat wire connector and it just was not grabbing the wires
reliably. I replaced the fancy expensive programmable ProSeries thermostat with an older-style
and very simple Honeywell T87 thermostat that uses an actual screw terminal to grab the
thermostat wire. I'm happy to report that better thermostat wire ended the recurrent no-heat
problem in the home. Taking a closer look at the old copper thermostat wire that was, after more
than half a century of service, still in great shape, I noted that it was 20 wire - a bit smaller than
what some modern controls anticipate, especially the push-in-connector types. Thus I prefer 18
thermostat wire in new installations. Below is the Honeywell ProSeries thermostat, removed
from the wall, showing those push-in wiring connections. My question is hopefully a simple one
Need wiring diagram for Valemo zone valve with two black wires for thermostat control and two
red wires for end switch. On - by mod - simple diagnosis to see why your zone won't shut off:.
Tyler: Let's do some simple diagnosis to see why your zone won't shut off: Basicalliy the room
thermostat is nothing but an on-off switch responding to room temp. Go to the thermostat for
the heating zone that won't shut off. Disconnect the thermostat from its wires - leave the two
ends apart. We'll check that next. Simple test for shorted thermostat wires: How to test the TT
wires for a short together. Disconnect the thermosat from the wires at the wall and leave the two
TT wire ends apart - not touching Disconnect the thermosat wires at their other end, that will be
at a zone valve OR at a circulator pump relay if you don't have zone valves; leave the two ends
apart - not touching. Then use a DMM or VOM in OHMS mode to see if there is continuity
between the two wires - check both pairs of ends - if you see anything other than infinite
resistance then the wires are shorted together somewhere enroute. Thermostat wires that are
shorted together are functionally equivalent to the thermostat calling for heat forever. See
inspectapedia. Having some trouble with one of my zones shutting off. Changed the thermostat
and still won't stop. Any ideas to check? I am adding a third zone basement to my oil fired hot
water baseboard heating and have it all planned as far as the plumbing is concerned. The
add-on heating zone will have it's own 24V zone valve so will require a wall mounted thermostat.
I'm only looking for heat so I believe a 2 wire thermostat is sufficient. My other two zones have
their own valves and thermostats and the wiring at the valves is all connected with wire nuts
and doesn't make any sense to me. I guess my question is, can I just connect my new valve and
thermostat directly to the aquastat terminals that "appear" to power the other valves and
thermostats? If so, is there anything I need to be aware of, like possibly wiring it backwards and

frying something? If I can just add the new "loop" directly to the aquastat, in what order are the
connections made? Example, aquastat to one connection at valve, 2nd connection at valve to
one connection at thermostat, other connection at thermostat back to aquastat? If you need me
to provide more detail on the types of thermostat, aquastat and zone valve I am using I can. My
zone valve has two red wires and two yellow wires. The instructions seem to indicate that I only
use the yellow wires and the red wires were for auxiliary, whatever that is. Would much
appreciate your input. Will I think this will help clear things up a little for wiring a 3rd heating
zone using a zone valve approach: When the TT calls for heat yes 2 wire is fine it tells the zone
valve for its zone to OPEN. When the zone valve is fully open it in turn tells the circulator pump
to start pumping. There is an "end switch" in the zone valve that performs this second function.
So you'll find a pair of wires from TT to the zone valve and a pair of wires from the zone valve to
the circulator relay. Watch out though: the wiring connections can vary a bit among zone valve
brands - if all of yours are the same brand you can look at the existing valve, follow the wires,
and you'll see how the zone valve is hooked up. If there are different brands you'll need to ask
for a clue from your HVAC supplier or the manufacturer. Dan, thanks for the information. So I
effectively have two circuits to connect. One 24v circuit runs in series as follows - transformer,
zone valve, thermostat, transformer. Please can you confirm this. The other circuit is simply
connecting the other two wires on the zone valve to the connections on the circulator relay. For
the first circuit, do you know where my transformer is likely to be located? I have the box on the
front of my furnace which contains controls for how hot the water gets and when it needs to be
heated. Would it be in there? For the second circuit to the relay, I'm assuming the relay is
attached to the circulator pump itself. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a
question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Note 1. Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Taco, Inc. Thank-you to Mr.
Meenan provides heating, heat pump, and air conditioning repair services in Maryland,
Washington D.
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Box 10 Royal Orchard Blvd. The book provides comprehensive coverage of wiring and
technical specifications, and now includes increased coverage of combination boilers, recently
developed control features and SEDBUK Seasonal Efficiency of Domestic Boilers in the UK
boilers ratings, where known. In addition to providing concise details of nearly different boilers
fuelled by electric, gas, oil and solid fuel, and over programmers and time switches, this
invaluable resource also features numerous easy-to-understand wiring diagrams with notes on
all definitive systems. Brief component descriptions are provided, along with updated contact
and website details for most major manufacturers. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson
Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material.
The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their
home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume.

